Stochastic dynamics of complexation reaction in the limit of small numbers.
We study stochastic dynamics of the non-linear bimolecular reaction A + B↔AB. These reactions are common in several bio-molecular systems such as binding, complexation, protein multimerization to name a few. We use master equation to compute the full distribution of several stochastic equilibrium properties such as number of complexes formed (N(c)), equilibrium constant (K). We provide exact analytical and simpler approximate expression for equilibrium fluctuation quantities to quickly estimate the amount of noise as a function of reactant molecules and rates. We construct the phase diagram for a fluctuational quantity f, defined as the ratio of standard deviation to average (f=√<linear span>(ΔN(c))(2)<linear span>/<linear span>N(c)<linear span>), as a function of different number of reactant molecules and reaction rates. One of the striking result is, it is possible to have f as high as 45% or higher in significant regions of the phase diagram even when number of reactants involved are around 20-40, typical in biology. Our finding indicates studying averages alone using mass action law needs careful scrutiny. We also outline possible application of our findings in gene expression. Furthermore, we compute average and fluctuation properties of time dependent quantities and derive equations of motion for different moments such as <linear span>N(c)(t)<linear span> and <linear span>N(c)(t)(2)<linear span>. While mean-field mass action law fails to reproduce the exact time dependence, approximate solutions of coupled equations of motions for different moments, capturing fluctuation, is in good agreement with exact results. This may be a way to compute time development of averages and fluctuations in such non-linear systems where mass action law breaks down. Moreover, for this reaction, we outline connection to variational principle of maximum caliber and other more traditional approaches such as chemical Langevin equation. We derive noise statistics for the equivalent Langevin equation and show possible departure from Gaussian white noise. We believe quantitative estimates of phase diagrams for noise, time dependent quantities, and simple analytical expression for equilibrium quantities will be particularly useful to guide experiments involving such non-linear reactions with small numbers of reactants that are often encountered in biology.